The Existing Network

- Difficult to learn, understand and make connections
- Not a strong fit to population and jobs in the Houston region
- Frequent service entirely radial with connections only in Downtown/TMC
- Very few frequent routes

Red: Frequent Network  
Blue: 16 to 30 minute headways  
Green: 31+ minute headways
The Reimagined Network

- **Frequent Network:**
  No need to consult a schedule: a bus every 15 minutes or better, 15 hours a day, all week

- **Supporting local routes** that provide **ridership, connectivity** and **access** to the network and major destinations

**Red:** Frequent Network  
**Blue:** 16 to 30 minute headways  
**Green:** 31+ minute headways  
**Orange:** Peak Only

Local service only; Map does not include Park & Ride routes